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this book is about one of leyland motors famous models the leyland comet it covers the period from the introduction of the lorry in 1947 to its withdrawal

from the british market in the mid 1970s this illustrious name continued to be used in the leyland daf era such is the high regard and respect earned by

one of leyland s finest vehicles not only here but also overseas leyland comet presents the initial development of the model and the various types which

evolved in subsequent years when it was first introduced the leyland comet was an immediate success and soon became the market leader in the high

quality medium weight lorry sector in the 30 years of production history described in these pages the comet was only seriously challenged by its great

rival the aec mercury in its heyday the leyland motors name was synonymous with top quality their comet range maintained and enhanced the company

s reputation many small haulage firms building a business in the post war years aspired to a leyland lorry and felt a great sense of achievement when

able to acquire one this book has been out of print for many years and has been brought back in 2016 to make this fascinating story available again to

leyland enthusiasts and those with an interest in general transport history graham edge is a trucking journalist and author series commercial vehicles

archive series subject commercial vehicles transportation this book follows the history and development of brian harris transport limited the original red

green and yellow liveried lorries that made the trek between devon and scotland at regular intervals for over fifty years in 1946 brian s father jerry and

sam miners formed harris miners with their fleet of two ford trucks and one commertipper these two men took on the ultimate haulage challenge of the

time road vs train the outcome was that harris miners were offered a contract to haul devon grate candy fire surrounds to glasgow in 1947 young brian

harris began driving for his father in an albion chieftain in 1960 when jerry harris passed brian bought out the miners family and the company became

brian harris transport limited with his fleet of erf lorries fitted with gardner engines brian set about running the company in a way only understood by him

over the course of its existence the company utilized a vast quantity of magnificent machines including the first erf a series in that area the leyland

roadtrain and one leyland daf brian harris died in april 2012 and his funeral was attended by over 600 people from all over the uk this new edition gives

an update to the events that have taken place since the second edition was published in 2007 including the eulogy given by the author at the funeral as
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well as 82 previously unpublished photographs subject transportation a superbly illustrated history of the leyland bus one of the most important british

buses of the twentieth century with full production histories and technical specifications for all the major models also covers the evolution of the leyland

bus company and tells the full story behind the iconic leyland badge including some previously unseen illustrations the book gives a full company history

from beginnings as the lancashire steam motor company in 1886 to the acquisition by volvo buses in 1988 technical details of all the main models are

given including the lion titan and olympic ranges gearless buses and rear engined double deckers are covered as well as charabancs trolleybuses first

world war military vehicles and overseas models this will be an essential guide to these much treasured vehicles and is beautifully illustrated with some

never before seen pictures from the leyland company s archives including 153 black white photographs and 106 colour and b w prints the buses and

coaches of bristol and eastern coach works outlines the history of bristol commercial vehicles and eastern coach works ecw two manufacturers that

together developed some of the most familiar buses and coaches of the twentieth century the book covers the full production histories and specifications

for the standard range of models produced from 1936 to 1983 the variety of engines used to power bristol ecw is outlined and a mechanical

specification for each chassis is provided along with a description of the different body styles produced by ecw for each chassis there is also a chapter

on owners experiences and advice on buying a bus for preservation coverage includes the development of bristol models in the 1930s j type single

decker k type double decker and l type single decker the engines including the bristol petrol and diesel engines and other manufacturers engines used

in bristol chassis the lodekka the radical replacement for the lowbridge double decker in the 1950s the single deckers of the 1950s the lwl ls sc and mw

the rear engined era the re single decker and the vr double decker the lightweight lh single decker and the final years of production illustrated

throughout with 250 colour photographs many of them previously unpublished utilising previously unpublished photographs howard berry tells the story

of bristol buses and coaches this book explores the opposed piston op engine a model of power and simplicity and provides the first comprehensive

description of most opposed piston op engines from 1887 to 2006 design and performance details of the major types of op engines in stationary ground

marine and aviation applications are explored and their evolution traced the op engine has set enviable and leading edge standards for power weight

refinement fuel tolerance fuel efficiency package space and manufacturing simplicity for these reasons the op concept still remains of interest for

outstanding power and package density simplicity and reliability e g aviation and certain military transport requirements using material from historic and
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unpublished internal research reports the authors present the rationale for op engines their diverse architecture detailed design aspects performance

data manufacturing details and leading engineers and applications comparisons to four stroke and competitor engines are made supporting the case for

reconsidering op engines for certain applications topics include the history of op engines aeronautical automotive military marine unusual op engines

comparison between 2 and 4 stroke engines the future of op engines and more this revised edition of taylor s classic work on the internal combustion

engine incorporates changes and additions in engine design and control that have been brought on by the world petroleum crisis the subsequent

emphasis on fuel economy and the legal restraints on air pollution the fundamentals and the topical organization however remain the same the analytic

rather than merely descriptive treatment of actual engine cycles the exhaustive studies of air capacity heat flow friction and the effects of cylinder size

and the emphasis on application have been preserved these are the basic qualities that have made taylor s work indispensable to more than one

generation of engineers and designers of internal combustion engines as well as to teachers and graduate students in the fields of power internal

combustion engineering and general machine design the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes

which are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are

listed alphabetically by their current name the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which are self

propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed

alphabetically by their current name the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which are self

propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed

alphabetically by their current name
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Leyland Comet 2016-05-18 this book is about one of leyland motors famous models the leyland comet it covers the period from the introduction of the

lorry in 1947 to its withdrawal from the british market in the mid 1970s this illustrious name continued to be used in the leyland daf era such is the high

regard and respect earned by one of leyland s finest vehicles not only here but also overseas leyland comet presents the initial development of the

model and the various types which evolved in subsequent years when it was first introduced the leyland comet was an immediate success and soon

became the market leader in the high quality medium weight lorry sector in the 30 years of production history described in these pages the comet was

only seriously challenged by its great rival the aec mercury in its heyday the leyland motors name was synonymous with top quality their comet range

maintained and enhanced the company s reputation many small haulage firms building a business in the post war years aspired to a leyland lorry and

felt a great sense of achievement when able to acquire one this book has been out of print for many years and has been brought back in 2016 to make

this fascinating story available again to leyland enthusiasts and those with an interest in general transport history graham edge is a trucking journalist

and author series commercial vehicles archive series subject commercial vehicles transportation

The Commercial Motor 1908 this book follows the history and development of brian harris transport limited the original red green and yellow liveried

lorries that made the trek between devon and scotland at regular intervals for over fifty years in 1946 brian s father jerry and sam miners formed harris

miners with their fleet of two ford trucks and one commertipper these two men took on the ultimate haulage challenge of the time road vs train the

outcome was that harris miners were offered a contract to haul devon grate candy fire surrounds to glasgow in 1947 young brian harris began driving for

his father in an albion chieftain in 1960 when jerry harris passed brian bought out the miners family and the company became brian harris transport

limited with his fleet of erf lorries fitted with gardner engines brian set about running the company in a way only understood by him over the course of its

existence the company utilized a vast quantity of magnificent machines including the first erf a series in that area the leyland roadtrain and one leyland

daf brian harris died in april 2012 and his funeral was attended by over 600 people from all over the uk this new edition gives an update to the events

that have taken place since the second edition was published in 2007 including the eulogy given by the author at the funeral as well as 82 previously

unpublished photographs subject transportation

From Moorlands to Highlands: A History of Harris & Miners and Brian Harris Transport 2021-01-01 a superbly illustrated history of the leyland bus one of
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the most important british buses of the twentieth century with full production histories and technical specifications for all the major models also covers

the evolution of the leyland bus company and tells the full story behind the iconic leyland badge including some previously unseen illustrations the book

gives a full company history from beginnings as the lancashire steam motor company in 1886 to the acquisition by volvo buses in 1988 technical details

of all the main models are given including the lion titan and olympic ranges gearless buses and rear engined double deckers are covered as well as

charabancs trolleybuses first world war military vehicles and overseas models this will be an essential guide to these much treasured vehicles and is

beautifully illustrated with some never before seen pictures from the leyland company s archives including 153 black white photographs and 106 colour

and b w prints

History of the Leyland Bus 2015-01-26 the buses and coaches of bristol and eastern coach works outlines the history of bristol commercial vehicles and

eastern coach works ecw two manufacturers that together developed some of the most familiar buses and coaches of the twentieth century the book

covers the full production histories and specifications for the standard range of models produced from 1936 to 1983 the variety of engines used to power

bristol ecw is outlined and a mechanical specification for each chassis is provided along with a description of the different body styles produced by ecw

for each chassis there is also a chapter on owners experiences and advice on buying a bus for preservation coverage includes the development of

bristol models in the 1930s j type single decker k type double decker and l type single decker the engines including the bristol petrol and diesel engines

and other manufacturers engines used in bristol chassis the lodekka the radical replacement for the lowbridge double decker in the 1950s the single

deckers of the 1950s the lwl ls sc and mw the rear engined era the re single decker and the vr double decker the lightweight lh single decker and the

final years of production illustrated throughout with 250 colour photographs many of them previously unpublished

Buses and Coaches of Bristol and Eastern Coach Works 2014-03-31 utilising previously unpublished photographs howard berry tells the story of bristol

buses and coaches

The Road Way 1991 this book explores the opposed piston op engine a model of power and simplicity and provides the first comprehensive description

of most opposed piston op engines from 1887 to 2006 design and performance details of the major types of op engines in stationary ground marine and

aviation applications are explored and their evolution traced the op engine has set enviable and leading edge standards for power weight refinement fuel
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tolerance fuel efficiency package space and manufacturing simplicity for these reasons the op concept still remains of interest for outstanding power and

package density simplicity and reliability e g aviation and certain military transport requirements using material from historic and unpublished internal

research reports the authors present the rationale for op engines their diverse architecture detailed design aspects performance data manufacturing

details and leading engineers and applications comparisons to four stroke and competitor engines are made supporting the case for reconsidering op

engines for certain applications topics include the history of op engines aeronautical automotive military marine unusual op engines comparison between

2 and 4 stroke engines the future of op engines and more

Construction in Southern Africa 1973 this revised edition of taylor s classic work on the internal combustion engine incorporates changes and additions

in engine design and control that have been brought on by the world petroleum crisis the subsequent emphasis on fuel economy and the legal restraints

on air pollution the fundamentals and the topical organization however remain the same the analytic rather than merely descriptive treatment of actual

engine cycles the exhaustive studies of air capacity heat flow friction and the effects of cylinder size and the emphasis on application have been

preserved these are the basic qualities that have made taylor s work indispensable to more than one generation of engineers and designers of internal

combustion engines as well as to teachers and graduate students in the fields of power internal combustion engineering and general machine design

Bristol Buses and Coaches 2022-09-15 the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which are self

propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed

alphabetically by their current name

Surveyor and Municipal and County Engineer 1969-10 the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes

which are self propelled and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are

listed alphabetically by their current name

High Speed Diesel Engines 1937 the lloyd s register of shipping records the details of merchant vessels over 100 gross tonnes which are self propelled

and sea going regardless of classification before the time only those vessels classed by lloyd s register were listed vessels are listed alphabetically by

their current name
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